
Nomenclature 
Names to Formulas

Metal or 
Polyatomic 

(IONIC)
Nonmetal

(COVALENT
Has ACID in the 

name

Starts WIth

Write the symbol 
for each ion 

Is there a 
polyatomic ion?

Put paranthesis 
around it.

Determine the 
charge for each 

ion.

Representative 
Elements
USE THE 
PERIODIC 

TABLE

Transitional 
Elements

USE THE ROMAN 
NUMERAL 

Polyatomics
WRITE THE 

CHARGE

SWAP
DROP

REDUCE

Write the symbol 
for each ion 

Write subscript 
numbers equal to 

the prefixes

HYDRO as a 
prefix?

Write H and the 
symbol for the 
other element

Give H a charge of 
+1

Get the charge for 
the second 

element from the 
PERIODIC TABLE

Write H and the 
polyatomic

(ic comes from ate)
(ous comes from ite)

Give H a charge of 
+1

Write down the 
charge for the 

polyatomic

SWAP 
DROP 

No

Yes

Yes No

Aluminum is +3
Zinc is +2

Silver is +1



Nomenclature 
Formulas to Names

Metal or 
Polyatomic 

(IONIC)
Nonmetal

(COVALENT
Starts with H

(ACID)

Starts WIth

Write the name of 
each element

Change the end of 
the second 

element to -ide

Add prefixes to 
equal the 
subscripts

DO NOT include a 
prefix if the 

number for the first 
element is one.

Does it have a 
polyatomic?

Write hydro as a 
prefix before the 
second element

Change the ending 
of the second 
element to -ic

Write the second 
word acid.

Write the 
polyatomic name

Change -ate to -ic
Change -ite to -ous

Write the second 
word acid.

No Yes

Does it have a 
polyatomic ?

Write the name  
for each element

Change the name of the 
second element to -ide. 

DO NOT change 
polyatomic names. 

Write the name of 
each ion

Is there a 
transitional 

metal?

Leave the two 
names as is.

Determine the 
charge on the 

transitional metal 
and put in 

paranthesis as a 
Roman numeral.

No
Yes

No Yes

Aluminum (+3)
Zinc (+2)

Silver (+1)
DO NOT need a 
Roman numeral 


